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+ Moving a Car by Adjusting Control Valve

Car traveling
adjustment

Adjustment
Name

Function Adjustment Description

To adjust the delay of
the departure from the

stationary layer
#1 By Pass

Clockwise: Shortening the delay time
Counter-clockwise: Extended delay

To adjust pressure S
Pressure

Adjustment
Clockwise: Higher pressure

Counter-clockwise: Lower pressure

Fixed bolt when desired
pressure value is set after
closing oil shut-off valve.

To up acceleration #2
Up

Acceleration

Clockwise: Soft acceleration
Counter-clockwise: Rapid

acceleration

Do not adjust #2 if satisfy with
up acceleration because adjust

#2 affects to #3 and #4.

To up deceleration #3
Up

Deceleration

Clockwise: Soft Deceleration
Counter-clockwise: Rapid

deceleration

Fixed safety switch when
decelerated enough.

If traveling speed = 0.5
m/sec, the distance between
safety switch and leveling

switch is 0.5 m.

To adjust up leveling #4 Up Leveling
Clockwise: Slow leveling

Counter-clockwise: Quick leveling
Adjust speed of creep.
Velocity V = 5 ~ 7 cm

To adjust up stop #5 Up Stop

Clockwise: Soft stop
Counter-clockwise: Sudden stop

* Adjust only oil temperature is low
(cold).

* If adjust too soft, the stop position
of car may be inaccurate.

Adjusting #5 is affected only
if when the pump runs

approximately 0.5 seconds
more through time relay.

To down acceleration #6
Down

Acceleration

Clockwise: Soft down acceleration
Counter-clockwise: Rapid down

acceleration

If necessary, #6 should re-
adjust due to #8 affects to #6.

To adjust down full
speed

#7
Down Full

Speed

Clockwise: Soft down traveling
Counter-clockwise: Rapid down

traveling

By adjusting #7, the car’s
down speed is decided.

To adjust down
deceleration

#8
Down

Deceleration

Clockwise: Soft deceleration
Counter-clockwise: Rapid

deceleration

Soft stop test → the car has to 
be stopped softly within 20 cm

if coil C and coil D are un-
magnetized when the car

travels electronically
emergency stop from down

full speed.

To adjust down
leveling speed

#9
Down

Leveling
Speed

Clockwise: Soft leveling
Counter-clockwise: Sudden leveling


